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Abstract — A novel ultra-wideband substrate-independent air-filled substrate integrated waveguide (AFSIW) cavity-backed slot antenna that enables straightforward integration into common planar surface materials is proposed for the realization of high-performance smart surfaces. A prototype of the antenna is fabricated, integrated into furniture, and validated. In free-space stand-alone conditions, an impedance bandwidth of 1.2 GHz (or 21.8%), a total efficiency higher than 90%, and a gain higher than 5.1 dBi are achieved. Measurements prove that the antenna facilitates integration into a worktop with only a minor influence on its impedance bandwidth, gain and efficiency.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Significant momentum has started to build around the Internet of Things (IoT). The IoT network demands massive device connectivity, higher data rates, higher capacity, lower end-to-end latency, sustainable cost, and consistent quality of experience [1], [2]. For IoT radio access infrastructure, such as wireless nodes, the antenna system plays a crucial role in establishing and sustaining a robust and reliable wireless link [3], [4], [5], [6]. It should guarantee a stable and high radiation efficiency when deployed in different environments, minimize detuning due to varying environmental conditions and facilitate invisible integration into an everyday object without significantly increasing cost [7], [8].

Since exploiting the materials available in everyday objects to realize an antenna topology leads to a significant cost and area reduction, several antenna topologies have been recently developed to provide high-performance wireless communication for the IoT while adopting these readily available materials. [9] proposes two ultra-wideband cavity-backed slot antenna designs implemented on particle board and cork material. [10] relies on a circular patch antenna with four shorting vias, connecting the patch to the ground plane, in low-cost, lightweight, and flexible textile materials, enabling reliable communication between a body-worn node and an interrogator located in a smart floor/ceiling. [11] presents a dual semi-circular microstrip patch antenna implemented on a biodegradable substrate for smart domotics. Nonetheless, the adoption of general purpose materials as antenna substrate comes at the cost of a more complex and elaborate antenna design that takes into account the frequency-dependent material characteristics and accommodates for potential batch-to-batch variations.

In this contribution, a new cavity-backed slot antenna topology is combined with substrate-independent air-filled substrate integrated waveguide (AFSIW) technology, based on the framework in [12], to realize a high-performance, low-cost antenna design, facilitating invisible integration inside common objects. The proposed antenna was optimized for...
operation in the [5.15 - 5.85] GHz Unlicensed National Information Infrastructure (U-NII) radio bands. To the authors’ best knowledge, this is the first paper that describes the direct and invisible integration of a highly-efficient and low-cost AFSIW antenna inside the worktop of a desk composed of MDF/particle board and Formica High-Pressure Laminate (HPL).

II. REALIZATION OF AFSIW TECHNOLOGY

The improved AFSIW structure in [12] enables a straightforward integration of high-performance non-radiating microwave components into a wide range of general purpose commercially available surface materials. Fig. 1 shows the proposed cavity-backed slot antenna and its integration scenario by adopting this AFSIW technology [12]. The antenna consists of two layers of high-frequency laminate (Layer A and Layer C), one layer of surface material (Layer B), and low-cost conductive tubelets. On Layer A, a metallic frame and the antenna slot plane is implemented on a standard high-frequency laminate. The bottom conducting ground plane of the cavity is realized by Layer C. Next, a well-defined air cavity is created by removing parts of the surface material. To avoid that electromagnetic fields penetrate the lossy surface material, sidewalls are implemented by creating via holes in the surface material, at locations that are very close to the edges of the air cavity. These holes are then metalized by punching conductive tubelets through them, thereby joining all layers. Fig. 1 shows that a small portion of the dielectric material (Layer B) remains inside the air cavity for mechanical integrity. Yet, the lower-order modes in a cavity have their highest electric field sufficiently far away from the cavity sidewalls. Near the edge, where a small portion of lossy dielectric remains present, serving as support for the tubelets, the field values remain small. Therefore, those remaining dielectric slabs only introduce a very small loss. In [13], it is shown that for ratios of \( a/b \) above 0.9, this loss is almost independent of the dielectric properties of Layer B for the lower-order modes. In that case, any dielectric surface material can be applied as Layer B.

III. AFSIW CAVITY-BACKED SLOT ANTENNA

A. Antenna Topology and Operation Principle

The proposed ultra-wideband AFSIW cavity-backed slot antenna topology, depicted in [Fig. 1(a)], is designed by adopting the design procedure in [13]. It is composed of a top aperture plane, a circular AFSIW cavity and a bottom ground plane. Two concentric annular slots, both split in two by shorting tabs that create a virtual electric wall, are created on the top of the aperture plane. Note that the angular location of the shorting tabs defines the direction along which the electric field is linearly polarized, given the symmetry of the structure. These shorting tabs with the center-fed antenna topology enable the generation of a \( TE_{11,\text{slot}} \) even mode in both parts of each annular slot [Fig. 2(a) and (b)], giving rise to a conical radiation pattern [Fig. 2(c) and (d)]. Yet, remark that the radiation pattern is not fully omnidirectional in the azimuth plane as the electric field distribution in the apertures is no longer rotationally invariant due to the shorting tabs [13], [14]. Ultra-wideband performance is then achieved by judiciously positioning two concentric annular slots, resonating at distinct frequencies, into one single antenna footprint.

B. Integration into Furniture

The invisible integration of the antenna inside a commonly used worktop material is depicted in Fig. 1(b) and Fig. 3(d). The worktop consists of a 25 x 25-cm² sheet of 7-mm-thick MDF and particle board layers, sandwiched between two layers of 1-mm-thick Formica high-pressure laminate (HPL). First, the exact shape of the air-filled regions of the antenna is removed by standard CNC laser cutting in the MDF layer [Fig. 1(b)]. Next, a recess is milled out in the same MDF layer to accommodate for Layer A and Layer C. After assembling Layers A, B and C according to the procedure described in Section II, a 7-mm-thick particle board layer is glued below the MDF-layer implementing the proposed AFSIW antenna. Finally, two HPL layers are thermally bonded to the MDF/particle board stack to achieve invisible integration in contrast to [13] and [14].

C. Measurement Results

The fabricated prototype of the ultra-wideband substrate-independent AFSIW cavity-backed slot antenna is shown in Fig. 3. All the measurements are performed with an Agilent N5242A PNA-X Microwave Network Analyzer and an NSI-MI near-field antenna measurement system. The
Fig. 3. (a) Back side of Layer A. (b) Integrated Layer A inside Layer B. (c) Prototype of fabricated antenna. (d) Antenna integrated inside a commonly used worktop material.

Fig. 4. Measured and simulated $S_{11}$ w.r.t. 50 ohm and total antenna efficiency.

Fig. 5. Measured and simulated radiation pattern [dBi] at 5.15 GHz in (a) the XZ-plane and (b) the YZ-plane, at 5.50 GHz in (c) the XZ-plane and (d) the YZ-plane, at 5.85 GHz in (e) the XZ-plane and (f) the YZ-plane.

To confirm the stable performance after invisible integration, the antenna’s characteristics were also measured in the presence of the particle board and both HPL layers. When supporting the antenna by 1-mm-thick HPL on the top, the impedance bandwidth enlarges from 4.6 GHz to 6.05 GHz [Fig. 4]. On the other hand, additional losses in the HPL layer slightly reduce the measured antenna efficiency to 82%. A reduced maximum gain of 3.8 dBi and nearly identical radiation pattern behavior are measured.

IV. CONCLUSION

A highly-efficient circular cavity-backed slot antenna in AFSIW technology is proposed. By relying on a dedicated design procedure, an ultra-wideband substrate-independent AFSIW cavity-backed slot antenna topology that enables straightforward integration into common surfaces is realized for high-performance smart surface applications.
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